
Planning on the January Deer Hunt at Robert Treman or Buttermilk? 

                                             Happy     Hunting! 

 Step 1: Licensed Hunters, Enroll in NYS 

DEC DMFA for Tompkins County 

online at http://www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor/82382.html 

) 

Step 2: Obtain Permit from our Park to hunt 

Complete NYS Parks self-issued permit, available on clipboards outside our park offices (Upper 

and Lower Treman, Upper and Lower Buttermilk).  Signed Permit must be with you at all times. 

Step 3: Study our hunting area map 

Hunting is only permitted in certain sections of the park as 

indicated on the NYS Parks hunting map, failure to observe this rule could result in 

loss of privileges or fines.  The double sided, paper map is available just next to the 

permits on the outside wall of the park offices.  Firearms are not permitted 

 

Step 4: Sign in at Park Contact Stations each day you hunt. 

The sign in sheets will help us know how many people are using the program, and 

provide us some information in the event of an emergency 

Step 5: Scout, before you hunt! 

The question we receive most often, is “Where are the deer??”  Deer movements in 

January are much different than in the typical hunting season.  Expect to spend some 

time observing the woodland areas for tracks, sign, etc if you hope to be successful.    

Want more out of our 

hunting map?   

Do you use a smart phone?  

Download the free app 

“Avenza PDF Reader”  

Then get our hunting maps 

online at our website:  

Treman  ; Buttermilk 

(scan QR code to view 

access links on your phone) 

(scan QR code to access 

these links on your phone) 

 

Once the pdf of the map 

opens, using the      button 

at the bottom of the 

browser, “open map in…” 

and select Avenza PDF 

reader app.   

You should now see your 

position on our map, and 

the colored boundaries of 

the hunting zones!   

The brown area is the 

hunting zone, the green 

striped area is the NO 

HUNTING Zone.    

Ask Park staff for help! 

http://www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor/82382.html
https://www.avenzamaps.com/maps/how-it-works.html
https://parks.ny.gov/documents/parks/RobertHTremanRobertTremanHuntingMap.pdf
https://parks.ny.gov/documents/parks/ButtermilkFallsButtermilkFallsHuntingMapColor.pdf

